solicitor@childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au
Redress and compensation issues.
Recently I found my birth mother, and her final act of crap was to leave everything she owned to
the neighbour. Despite having left five that we know of, in foster homes and group homes and
adoption for one.
If you want to protect children from child abuse you have to start with the parents. What got the
child to the home in the first place. Many times we could have been adopted out but each time the
fathers and the one mother said no. Reason it was what is in it for them.
I worked in the social services field, and even though group homes are gone they are still here in a
way. Just smaller places out in the suburbs with paid workers. That can be even worse as less people
to see what goes on in a private house with a couple of adults or even one in some cases and then
children.
From what I found out only recently I suspect my mother was a working girl or at best a party girl.
Her sister was a known working girl and killed herself with drugs. I worked in Centrelink for many
years and I saw that a lot of people are so shit at being parents yet everyone is so politically correct
they never do a thing. I think if a parent through drugs or what ever cant get their shit together and
keep it together for two years then they loose their children forever. Especially the younger ones
where there is hope they will end up in a better place. So their needs to be laws that prevent the
revolving doors of foster care and welfare homes, no matter how pretty they look on the outside.
Religious organisations should NOT be allowed to do any kind of work with children. It should all
be secular and with a separate body to monitor them. The very nature of Religion makes them
unable to make the hard decisions and its so easy to hide under the covert garment of the pious.
More money, read my lips more money into social workers pay, they get burnt out and most are the
bright eyed and busy tailed from university, most like myself just burn out and give up with disgust
at the lack of support in the work place. Give them more power, the RSPCA has more power than
welfare organisations. Allow them to make un announced visits. God knows how many times I saw
DOCs go to the house in front of me, to a cleaned up house, to the boyfriends kept away to the kids
clean and listen to the shit that came out of the mothers mouth and the paper shufflers doing the
noddy and then going on to their own nice lives while the kids in this women’s care were at risk
from the duggies that soon came after docs left. Dispute my repeated calls to docs nothing
happened.
Prevention is better than cure and less costly. Bugga the right of the parent, or the institution its all
about the child. You need to be brave enough to make the wrong decisions at times. Better to be safe
for the child than sorry.
Drug rehab centres should not be male and female. I cannot count how many times clients hooked
up and had a string of more kids when they got out of Rehab only to feed off each other and get
back into it and then to have a shit load of kids and then in one case I suspect sell their children to

sex offenders. Some people need not to cross each others paths especially while at rehab for drugs.
For compensation: every one needs to get the same amount. To do this everyone should get a
pension same as disability pension but not means tested. It shits me that people say oh you did ok
you worked you held a job. Does that mean my suffering is less because I held it together? That is
why the church paid me less than my sister as she went nuts and I held the fort. She could not hold a
job, I had to hold one to keep a roof over our heads. Irony is that she never got sexually abused , I
did and I also took a lot of her beatings by saying it was me that stole food etc.
Also top of the list for housing. Were fewer and fewer anyway so it has to cost you less than a lump
sum. It stops when we die. That way some of us will head off before compensation ever comes, so
lucky government or church.
Free dental
free medical we should all be bulk billed. I have so many medical issues and the medication I take
is due to my post traumatic stress, and my stuffed back. I started scrubbing floors in the home at age
five.
Early retirement and then a government pension as after all we started working a long time before
most people did. Usually around five so if you add that up we should be able to retire sooner.
Make Centrelink give points in the job capacity assessment for Care leavers. Its not worth a thing
now when you tell them about it, they just dismiss it. One idiot social worker said, why don’t they
just go to the stolen generation people.
Institutions need to have some one go around and lecture to them about what impact it causes to be
part of the forgotten Australians, as in Centrelink, jails, police training areas. Schools also need to
educate the kids about sexual predators and have people who have been abused actually tell their
story as ugly as that is and about the long term consequences as an adult.
Parents need to be less trusting and not to allow the internet open a gate way to a paedophile, single
mothers on date site are prime target for these guys.
Adds on TV to warn people , about it.
And please enclose a cheque for one million dollars

